EDITORIAL CORRECTION TO I. NABESHIMA AND S. MARUYAMA: TWO- AND THREE- MACHINE FLOW-SHOP MAKESPAN SCHEDULING PROBLEMS WITH ADDITIONAL TIMES SEPARATED FROM PROCESSING TIMES

Shunichi Abe
Editor of the Journal

Figure 1 on page 363, Vol.27, No.4 (1984) of the journal was misprinted in the printing procedures, and the figure should be replaced by the correct figure given below. The editor apologizes to the authors and readers.

(F'') ←→ (F) ←→ (F''')

\(\uparrow\)

(\(\bar{A}\)) ←→ (\(\bar{A}_2\)) ←→ (F') ←→ (\(\bar{A}_3\)) ←→ (\(\bar{A}_n\))

\(\uparrow\)

(A) ←→ (A_2) ←→ (G) ←→ (A_3) ←→ (A_4)

Fig. 1. An Inclusion Relation \((m=3)\).